
DURGLASS® AND GLASSPREE®

GLASS FIBER RODS, ANCHORS
AND REINFORCING CAGES
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DURGLASS® AND GLASSPREE®

Over the last two decades, innovative products manufactured with Glass Fiber Reinforced Polymers (“GFRP”)
have replaced steel and other standard products used in the reinforcement of concrete structures and soil
stabilization. Due to its high tensile strength, light weight, ease of cutting, and resistance to corrosion, GFRP
represent a cost-effective alternative to stainless, epoxy coated and galvanized steel.

Sireg Geotech has 20 years of experience designing and manufacturing two types of GFRP products:
DURGLASS®, manufactured with polyester resin, is ideal for temporary applications where the reinforced
member will be destroyed after its service life; and GLASSPREE®, made with vinylester resin, engineered for
permanent applications. Sireg’s products are in compliance with ACI 440,1R-2015 and CNR-DT 203/2006.

A - Temporary concrete reinforcement (Pg. 4)

C - Temporary passive anchors (Pg. 12)

E - Permanent concrete reinforcement (Pg. 19)
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D - Temporary active anchors (Pg. 16)

B - Pre-confinement for tunnel excavation (Pg. 8)

Material benefits

Greater tensile strength with one
fourth of the weight of the
equivalent steel bar

Easily cut by common excavation
equipment and Tunnel Boring
Machines (TBM)

Corrosion resistant

Transparent to magnetic fields
and radio frequencies

DURGLASS® AND GLASSPREE® SPECIFICATIONS*

Density ASTM D792 1.95 g/cm3

Ultimate tensile strength ASTM D7205 760 - 1000 MPa

Tensile modulus of 
elasticity ASTM D7205 40 - 46 GPa

Shear strength ASTM D7617 100 - 200 MPa

Fiber content ASTM D2584 >65%

* Based on ASTM International’s testing method.
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A
An important challenge for TBMs (Tunnel Boring Machines) is to excavate through the reinforced concrete
structures of the diaphragm walls in the launching, recovery shafts, and stations built along the TBM route.
These structures, sometimes built at great depth, are usually reinforced with steel. However, due to steel’s high
shear strength, excavating through the steel reinforcements would severely damage the TBM shield.

The “soft-eye” technique consists in substituting the steel of the reinforcing structure with glass fiber where the
TBM will pass, leaving the rest of the structure reinforced with steel. Sireg has developed DURGLASS® E46,
with a higher elastic modulus of 46 GPa and easily cut by the TBM, specially suitable for this application.

DURGLASS® cage for diaphragm wall TBM break-through

Application A: TEMPORARY CONCRETE
REINFORCEMENT (SOFT-EYE TECHNIQUE)
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AApplication A: TEMPORARY CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT

DURGLASS® E46 ROUND BARS AND STIRRUPS

DURGLASS® round bars

DURGLASS® E46 ROUND BARS

Diameter
mm Bar designation

Guaranteed
tensile strength
f*fu (=ffk) - MPa

Ultimate tensile
load
kN

6 #2 900 28

10 #3 900 63

12 #4 850 106

16 #5 800 158

20 #6 780 224

22 #7 750 290

25 #8 750 380

28 - 700 384

30 #9 600 430

32 #10 580 458

38 #12 580 660

40 #13 580 775
f*fu= mean tensile strength minus three times standard deviation (ACI 440.1R-
2015).

DURGLASS® E46 STIRRUPS AND BENT BARS

Diameter
mm Bar designation Bend radius 

(internal) mm
Tensile strength

MPa

12 #4 75 379

16 #5 75 362

20 #6 110 345

25 #8 125 330

35x3 Ring links - 750 DURGLASS® stirrups

DURGLASS® E46 round bars and shear links are used for temporarily reinforcing D-walls and piles thanks to
their combined high tensile strength, elastic modulus of 46 GPa, and ease of cutting. For improved adherence
to the surrounding concrete, Sireg Geotech DURGLASS® round bars are coated with quartz sand and spiral
wound with aramid fiber. Stirrups and bent bars are shaped according to the specific geometries required (e.g.
C, Z, L, S, U and rectangular shapes).
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AApplication A: TEMPORARY CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT

The size and shape of the structure, as well 
as the diameter and number of straight bars 
and stirrups to be used, vary depending on 
each project’s needs.

Upon request, Sireg Geotech carries out 
design projects based on ACI 440,1R-2015 
and CNR-DT 203/2006 guidelines.

The reinforcing structures can be assembled 
at the production plant or at the worksite.

DURGLASS® pile installation

Assembling of DURGLASS® semi-circular beams in a shaft
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AApplication A: TEMPORARY CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT

Cage assembling

Lifting of DURGLASS® cage

Detail of u-bolt connection

Pile installation

Accessories: U-BOLT CONNECTIONS

Sireg U-bolts are recommended to fix the DURGLASS® E46 rebars to
the steel rebars. The number of U-bolts to be used should be enough 
to hold in place the reinforcing cages during the lifting operation and 
lowering into the trench.
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B
Tunnel excavation causes deformation of the soil. DURGLASS® bars and pipes are used to pre-confine and 
stabilize the excavation front in order to control such deformations until permanent reinforcements are installed.
DURGLASS® products can be afterwards destroyed during excavation without damaging the equipment.

DURVINIL® drainage pipe

DURGLASS® bar
and grouting pipe

According to ADECO-RS approach, excavation front
pre-confinement requires the use of glass fiber nails in
conjunction with PVC DURVINIL® drainage pipes wherever
water pressure could jeopardize the excavation safety.

To satisfy diverse project requirements, DURGLASS® bars
are available in different shapes: round bars, pipes, flat bars
and Y bars.

Application B: PRE-CONFINEMENT FOR TUNNEL 
EXCAVATION
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B
Application B: PRE-CONFINEMENT FOR TUNNEL EXCAVATION

DURGLASS® STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS

DURGLASS® structural elements reinforce the soil with fiberglass while injecting grouts through a low pressure
PE DUROTENE® grouting pipe or a PVC DURVINIL® sleeved pipe. Structural elements are customized
based upon client needs by combining the number (1, 2 or 3) and the tensile strength of the bars in an element.
The sand quartz coated GFRP bars adhere optimally to the grouting materials injected into the borehole.

Y 35 F with grouting pipe

EM with grouting pipe Y 55 F

DURGLASS® SINGLE BAR
STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS

Type Bar
mm

Nominal
breaking load

kN

EM 20 Flat 40x5 200

EM 24 Flat 40x6 240

EM 28 Flat 40x7 280

EM 32 Flat 40x8 320

EM 36 Flat 40x9 360

 Y 35F Y 35 350

Y 55F Y 55 550

ED with grouting pipe ED with Durvinil® sleeved pipe

DURGLASS® DOUBLE BAR
STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS

Type Bars
mm

Nominal
breaking load

kN

ED 40 2 Flat 40x5 400

ED 48 2 Flat 40x6 480

ED 56 2 Flat 40x7 560

ED 64 2 Flat 40x8 640

ED 72 2 Flat 40x9 720

ES with grouting pipe ES with Durvinil® sleeved pipe

DURGLASS® TRIPLE BAR
STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS

Type Bars
mm

Nominal
breaking load

kN

ES 60 3 Flat 40x5 600

ES 72 3 Flat 40x6 720

ES 84 3 Flat 40x7 840

ES 96 3 Flat 40x8 960

ES 100 3 Flat 40x9 1080
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B
Application B: PRE-CONFINEMENT FOR TUNNEL EXCAVATION

DURGLASS® ROUND BARS AND PIPES

DURGLASS® round bars and pipes are available in various diameters suitable for works with diverse
requirements.

DURGLASS® round bar

DURGLASS® ROUND BARS

Diameter
mm

Average tensile
strength 

(fu,ave) - MPa

Nominal tensile load
kN

20 950 295

22 850 325

25 850 430

28 850 520

32 850 670

36 760 860

40 760 950

DURGLASS® pipes

DURGLASS® PIPES
Internal/external 

diameter 
mm

Type
Nominal breaking 

load
 kN

14/28 Blind 450

40/60 Blind/Sleeved 900

60/76 Blind 1000

Radial consolidation of tunnel with DURGLASS® bars coupled with
DURVINIL® grouting pipes

Pre-confinement of excavation front with
DURGLASS® structural elements
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DURGLASS® mesh in shotcrete retaining wall DURGLASS® meshes before installation

B
Application B: PRE-CONFINEMENT FOR TUNNEL EXCAVATION

DURGLASS® SELF-DRILLING RODS

Fiberglass self-drilling rods are suitable for installation with a drilling jumbo, significantly reducing installation 
time. The rods can be treated with a special anti-static coating required for their use in coal mines.

Sireg Geotech manufactures self-drilling rods, diameter 32 mm, with a steel drilling bit. Accessories include
nuts and plates, available either in synthetic or steel.

DURGLASS® SD self-drilling rod

DURGLASS® MESHES

DURGLASS® meshes are used to replace steel meshes as temporary structural reinforcement of shotcrete
retaining walls in tunnel excavation. The reinforced wall can afterwards be easily destroyed by the excavating
equipment.

DURGLASS® MESHES
Bar 

diameter
mm

Pitch
mm

Resistance
kN/m

Weight
Kg/m2

8 100 500 1.9

8 200 250 0.8

10 100 785 3.0

10 200 390 1.5
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Application C: TEMPORARY PASSIVE
ANCHORS C
DURGLASS® passive anchors are ideally suited for temporary soil stabilization as they can be excavated 
through or left underground, not requiring to be removed after their service life.

Blocking system

DURGLASS® structural elements for temporary soil nailing

Blocking System

Plate Grouting pipe

Spacer

DURGLASS®
nail

DURGLASS® soil nails are corrosion resistant and do not leave steel underground. Their light weight makes
handling and installation easy. The glass fiber nail can be easily cut through by TBM or pile boring machine
during the execution of excavation works at a later stage.
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C
Application C: TEMPORARY PASSIVE ANCHORS

DURGLASS® FLAT SOIL NAILS

DURGLASS® structural elements for temporary soil nailing can be single, double or triple. The flat DURGLASS® 
bars are delivered in rolls which can be cut at the jobsite at the desired length.

Single, double, and triple flat bar anchors

82P steel blocking system for flat bars is composed of a
steel conical head and synthetic wedges

DURGLASS® FLAT BAR SOIL NAILS

Type Bars Nominal breaking load
kN

Blocking 
system

EM 24 1 Flat 40x6 240 Wedge 63P

ED 48 2 Flat 40x6 480 Wedge 63P

ES 72 3 Flat 40x6 720 Wedge 63P

EM 36 1 Flat 40x9 360 Wedge 82P

ED 72 2 Flat 40x9 720 Wedge 82P

ES 100 3 Flat 40x9 1080 Wedge 82P

EM

ED

ES

Centralizers

EM ED ES
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C
Application C: TEMPORARY PASSIVE ANCHORS

DURGLASS® ROUND SOIL NAILS

Installation of DURGLASS® anchors

DURGLASS® round bars for forepoling applications

CLOUS EN BARRES RONDES DURGLASS®

Diameter
mm Type

Nominal 
breaking load

kN

Blocking 
system

25 Threaded 450 Nut R22

32 Threaded 800 Nut R32

40 Threaded 1000 Nut R38

25 Non threaded 450 Wedge 63R

32 Non threaded 800 Wedge 63R

40 Non threaded 1000 Wedge 82R

Blocking system for round bars composed of a steel collar, 
synthetic plate and wedges, and a plastic protective cap

Synthetic nut for threaded round bars
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CLOUS EN BARRES RONDES DURGLASS®

Diameter
mm Type

Nominal 
breaking load

kN

Blocking 
system

25 Threaded 450 Nut R22

32 Threaded 800 Nut R32

40 Threaded 1000 Nut R38

25 Non threaded 450 Wedge 63R

32 Non threaded 800 Wedge 63R

40 Non threaded 1000 Wedge 82R

DURGLASS® ED soil nails with sleeved grouting pipe

DURGLASS® round anchors DURGLASS® soil nails on tunnel portal

C
Application C: TEMPORARY PASSIVE ANCHORS
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Application D: TEMPORARY
ACTIVE ANCHORS D
DURGLASS® active anchors are used for temporary works where pre-tensioning the anchorage is necessary.
Once the work is over, DURGLASS® anchors do not need to be removed from the ground, saving removal time
and cost.

Installed DURGLASS® active anchors

Steel plate

Threaded
steel rebar

Steel anchor
head DUROTENE®

grouting pipe

DUROTENE®
corrugated duct

DURGLASS®
strand
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Application D: TEMPORARY ACTIVE ANCHORS

D

Installation of DURGLASS® active anchors

Steel blocking system

DURGLASS® temporary active anchors are corrosion resistant and do not leave steel on the ground. Their light
weight makes handling and installation easy. They can be left underground or easily cut through by TBM or pile
boring machine during the realization of excavation works at a later stage. DURGLASS® anchors are tensioned
using a standard jack.

DURGLASS® REBAR ACTIVE ANCHORS

Anchor 
type

Bar diameter
mm

Active working load  
kN Bar length

AA 75 16 75 Up to 24m

AA 120 20 120 Up to 24m

AA 180 25 180 Up to 24m

AA 240 32 240 Up to 24m

DURGLASS® MULTIPLE-STRAND ACTIVE ANCHORS

Anchor 
type

Bars
mm

Active working load
kN Bar length

AA 150 1 40x9 150 Up to 50 m roll

AA 300 2 40x9 300 Up to 50 m roll

AA 450 3 40x9 450 Up to 30 m roll

AA 600 14 x Ø 12 mm 600 Up to 30 m roll

AA 800 8 40x9 800 Up to 30 m roll

DURGLASS® REBAR AND MULTI-TENDON ACTIVE ANCHORS
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D
Application D: TEMPORARY ACTIVE ANCHORS

DURGLASS® rebar tendons DURGLASS® AA600 multiple strand anchors

DURGLASS® AA450 multiple tendon anchors Tensioning of DURGLASS® anchors
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E
Corrosion of internal reinforcing steel is one of the main reasons why concrete structures deteriorate. Inevitably
concrete cracks, leaving the reinforcing steel exposed to corrosive elements. GLASSPREE® E46 is a proven 
and successful alternative for permanent reinforcements that will give concrete structures a longer service life.

Partially submerged harbour slide reinforced with GLASSPREE®

GLASSPREE® pile GLASSPREE® cage near railway GLASSPREE® mesh for tunnel lining

Application E: PERMANENT
CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT

GLASSPREE® E46 should be considered for structures in environments susceptible to corrosion by chloride 
ion, marine chloride or chemicals, or nearby electromagnetic fields.
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E
Application E: PERMANENT CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT

GLASSPREE® E46 ROUND BARS AND STIRRUPS

GLASSPREE® E46 (elastic modulus 46 GPa) bars and stirrups are suited for permanent concrete reinforcing 
cages.

GLASSPREE® APPLICATIONS
Concrete reinforcement

Harbours, marinas and
other structures close

to seawater

Permanent piles and
micropiles

Bridge slabs where the
use of de-icing salt is

foreseen

Slabs for high voltage
transformers

Slabs for railway
stations

Airport runways

GLASSPREE® E46 STIRRUPS AND BENT BARS

Diameter
mm

Bar 
designation 

mm

Bend 
radious 

(internal)
mm

Tensile 
strength

MPa

12 #4 75 379

16 #5 75 362

20 #6 110 345

25 #8 125 330

35x3 Ring links - 750

GLASSPREE® E46 ROUND BARS

Diameter
mm

Bar 
designation 

mm

Guaranteed
tensile 

strength
f*fu (=ffk) - MPa

Ultimate 
tensile
load
kN

6 #2 900 28

10 #3 900 63

12 #4 850 106

16 #5 800 158

20 #6 780 244

22 #7 750 380

25 #8 750 380

28 - 700 384

30 #9 600 430

32 #10 580 458

38 #12 580 660

40 #13 580 775

f*fu= mean tensile strength minus three times standard 
deviation (ACI 440.1R-2015).

GLASSPREE® PERMANENT SOIL NAILS

GLASSPREE® bars are also used as permanent soil nails in 
environments where corrosion resistance and transparency to 
magnetic fields are required.

GLASSPREE® soil nails

GLASPREE® APPLICATIONS
Soil nails and anchors

Landslide stabilization
close to water

Railroad construction
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SIREG GEOTECH SERVICES

Sireg Geotech offers consulting services for the 
design of preliminary and executive projects upon 
request.
Preliminary projects help the client optimize material 
utilization while ensuring safety and compliance with 
the work’s technical requirements.
Executive projects include all the specifications for 
the right implementation of the project in compliance 
with the applicable technical guidelines. 
Sireg Geotech Design Department carries out 
executive projects based on the most important 
international design guidelines, e.g.: The American 
Concrete Institute, ACI 440,1R-2015, Consiglio 
Nazionale delle Ricerche, CNR-DT 203/2006.

DESIGN CONSULTING

LABORATORY TESTING

Sireg Geotech in-house laboratory is dedicated to 
quality testing, as well as research and development 
activities. Upon request, all our products can be 
tested.
Additionally, we work with specialized third-party 
laboratories that can provide all certifications required 
by the client.

MATERIAL CERTIFICATION AND TRACEABILITY

Material certifications are available for any production 
lot of DURGLASS® and GLASSPREE® bars. 
Products are tagged in order to be traced to the certs.
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ON-SITE TECHNICAL SUPPORT

SIREG GEOTECH SERVICES

Sireg Geotech’s qualified and experienced professionals are available to provide technical support at the
worksite during assembling and installation.

Assembling of DURGLASS® pile at the worksite

Project for GLASSPREE® reinforcements for
concrete cast segments

Lattice girders Micropiles GLASSPREE® corner reinforcements for concrete cast
segments

CUSTOMIZED DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

Sireg Geotech designs, develops and tests customized 
products based on clients’ specific requirements.
DURGLASS® and GLASSPREE® products for special 
applications are developed in close partnership with our 
clients, with the experience, know-how and quality of Sireg 
Geotech.

Special application products include GLASSPREE®
reinforcements and corner reinforcements for pre-cast
concrete segments, micropiles and lattice girders, as
well as DURGLASS® TBM launching cradles.
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1/ Source: The American Concrete Institute, ACI 440,1R-2015

MORE ABOUT GFRP
Glass Fiber Reinforced Polymers (GFRP) are composite 
materials consisting of parallel and continuous glass fibers 
embedded in a polymer matrix. The glass fibers are impregnated 
with a specific resin and shaped into the required form through a 
pultrusion process.

Glass fiber rovingsGFRP PULTRUSION PROCESS

WHY SHOULD GFRP BE CONSIDERED

Tensile stress greater than that of steel
Light weight – one fourth to one fifth of the
equivalent steel bar
Impervious to chloride ion and chemical attack
Transparency to magnetic fields and radio
frequencies
Thermally and electrically non conductive
Admixtures to reduce corrosion not needed
High fatigue endurance
Cutability – easily “consumed” by common
excavation equipment
Better field handling damage tolerance than 
epoxy coated steel
High friction coefficient – quartz sand coated
surface bonds to concrete and other grouts
Easy handling and installation

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GFRP AND STEEL1

GFRP is linear elastic to failure whereas steel 
yields
GFRP is anisotropic whereas steel isotropic
Due to the lower modulus of the GFRP bars, 
serviceability often controls design
Lower creep-rupture threshold than steel
Coefficient of thermal expansion different in 
longitudinal and radial directions
The degradation mechanism of GFRP is benign 
to the surrounding concrete unlike steel that 
expands and causes failure



PACKAGING

Straight bars

Round and Y bars are available in
straight pieces of lengths up to 11,5 m
for containers or 13,6 m for full truck

loads.

Bent bars and stirrups

Bent pieces are shipped in bundles,
according to the shape.

Rolls 

Flat bars are delivered in rolls 120 m
long. The bars can be cut at the

jobsite at the desired length.

Meshes

Meshes are manufactured in standard
dimensions of 3,0 m x 2,2 m for
shipment by truck or container.

Micropiles and piles

With diameters ranging from 180 mm
to 1.500 mm, micropiles and piles are

shipped in bundles.

Cages and piles

Cages and piles can be assembled
on-site or at Sireg Geotech’s facility

and shipped by truck.

Sireg Geotech s.r.l.

Via del Bruno, 12
20862 Arcore (MB) - Italy
Tel. (+39) 039 627021 - Fax (+39) 039 615996
e-mail: info@sireg.it - www.sireggeotech.it


